India expects growth at 6.3% this fiscal
India's economic growth is expected to accelerate to 6.3% in the fiscal year ending June 30, according to government forecasts.

The state government said that the economy has achieved a robust growth rate of 6.3% in the last fiscal year. The government has slashed the forecast for this fiscal year to 6.1% from 7.1%.

The government has taken several measures to boost the economy, including incentives for investments, tax cuts, and a focus on infrastructure development.

The government has also introduced several measures to attract foreign investment, including a reduction in corporate tax rates and a simplification of the tax regime.

The government has also taken steps to improve the ease of doing business in the country, including the introduction of a single-window clearance system for foreign investment.

In addition to these measures, the government has also taken steps to improve the country's fiscal health, including the introduction of a budgetary framework to ensure fiscal discipline.

Overall, the government has taken several steps to boost the economy and attract foreign investment, which has helped to improve the country's economic growth rate.
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Unions Defence Minister Raja Prasad Rao said that the TJS government introduced the Dharani Portal and grabbed lakhs of acres using it. He said that the Dharani portal was meant to create confusion among villagers. The minister said that the TJS government had taken the Dharani Portal to the Pragathi Bhavan and through the PNM Ayaan, had introduced the Dharani Portal.

People must bring the BJP in to Telangana if they want development. He asked the BJP to take up the fight in Telangana. He said that the BJP will take over the TJS. He said that the BJP will teach them a fitting lesson.

The TPCP president Revanth Reddy said that the Congress thought that KCR will come to power in all constituencies out of a total of 175 constituencies. He added that the Congress had given the Assembly ticket and Kaleem Baba to the BRS. He said that KCR gave B-Forms to all the candidates. He said that the TJS leaders engaged in anti-party activities.
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T-Hub invests $500,000 in BIVA analytics platform

The Hyderabad-based startup BIVA Analytics has announced an investment of $500,000 in its analytics platform from T-Hub. The funding is aimed at supporting the company's growth and expansion plans to cater to the needs of the global market.

BIVA Analytics epitomises the growth in the analytics sector, with a team of young and dynamic professionals who are passionate about leveraging data to drive business decisions. The company's products and services are designed to help businesses make informed decisions and gain a competitive edge in the market.

BIVA Analytics partnered with T-Hub to conduct a thorough market analysis, which led to the decision to invest in the company. The company's commitment to innovation and excellence was a key factor in the decision to invest.

The investment will enable BIVA Analytics to expand its operations, hire additional talent, and continue to innovate and develop new products and services. The company is poised to revolutionize e-commerce, automation, and analytics in a way that will benefit businesses across industries.

In a press note on Monday, Rajesh Sehgal, Managing Director of T-Hub, said, "Our unwavering commitment to fostering a vibrant ecosystem of startups and entrepreneurs is reflected in the robust growth in gross leasing in 2023. We are proud to partner with BIVA Analytics and support their journey towards success in the analytics sector."

"There is no doubt that the analytics sector is poised to revolutionise e-commerce, automation, and analytics in the world by 2030. With this investment, we are excited to see BIVA Analytics continue to make a lasting impact in the landscape."
Congress has not learnt from its previous flaws

The BJP is figuring as the main opposition to the ruling TRS government in the Assembly elections. After winning a majority of seats in the 2018 elections, the BJP had been criticized for making false promises. Now, the PCC has promised to implement all the promises made during its 2016 election campaign.

Harish's skewer Revalta for 'comments on BRS manifesto'

The Finance Minister for said that the TPCC president is accused of collecting crores of rupees for issuing party tickets.

Man awarded 20-yr jail term for raping minor girl

During the workshop, 50 young engineers, including M.Tech and Ph.D students from various IITs, IIMs and other Indian universities, are expected to participate.

BRS manifesto practical, doable, says Kavitha

The manifesto announced by the BRS on Monday has been approved by the TRS government.

Police seize Rs 2.36 cr in Karimnagar

BRS manifesto practical, doable, says Kavitha

The manifesto announced by the BRS on Monday has been approved by the TRS government.

TSRTC officials are inert to increase buses: Activists

At the meeting, the TRS leaders highlighted the overcrowding issue by making batch discussion for college students and others to build RTC buses. For the RTC, the officials are expected to be present by 3.30 pm, a second batch at 5:30 pm to 6:30 pm, and so on.

Guy stressed need to train youth as job providers

The meeting was held at the Rashtriya Skil Development Mission, which is the brainchild of the TRS government.

BRS activist dies of heart attack at meeting
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A gas leak threat in West Delhi’s Nalasopara town has prompted the NMC to declare an emergency. Officials said the leak was reported to the Environment Protection Authority (EPA) and the Delhi Pollution Control Committee (DPCC) on Thursday. The NMC said the leak was caused by a gas cylinder that had been stored in a residential area. The leak was reported near Nalasopara Metro Station, causing panic among residents. The NMC said the leak was under control and that the area had been cordoned off. The Delhi Fire Service and the Delhi Police were also on site.

The leak has prompted the NMC to issue an emergency alert and request people to stay indoors. The NMC said the gas was a hydrocarbon and that it could be harmful to respiratory health. The NMC said it was working with the Delhi Police and the Delhi Fire Service to ensure the safety of residents. The NMC said it was also working with the EPA and the DPCC to ensure that the leak was under control. The NMC said it was working with the local government to ensure that the area was safe for residents.
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Buzkashi-playing Afghanistan has braved high odds to make a mark on world cricket, and how!

ignoring long wars of wars, conflicts and turmoil, Afghanistan’s cricket team three times has made it to the World Cup, despite all odds. It is a story of perseverance, a testament to their will and determination. The emergence of the Afghanistan team has been a significant development in the cricketing world.

By the late 1980s, Afghanistan was ruled by a Taliban regime and was isolated from the world. However, in the late 1990s, the Taliban government began to facilitate cricket in the country. Under the guidance of coaches and mentors, Afghan players honed their skills and developed a strong foundation for their game. Their bowlers, known for their pace and spin prowess, have become a force to reckon with, while their batsmen have shown glimpses of brilliance. The emergence of the Afghanistan team has been a significant development in the cricketing world.

Over the past two decades, the team has made significant progress in international cricket. It has captured the hearts of its fans and earned the confidence and respect of their peers. The team now stands as a giant in the cricketing world, a testament to their strength and determination.

As Afghanistan continues to make strides in international cricket, it is crucial to celebrate its success as a reminder of the power of dreams and the importance of perseverance. Cricket is a story of hope and inspiration, one that demonstrates how determination can lead to triumph in the most challenging circumstances. To rephrase Shah Rukh Khan’s iconic line, “Even in the most difficult circumstances, hope never dies.”

HAMAS HAS GIFTED ISRAEL WITH A JUSTIFICATION TO WAR

The question of Lebanon’s jurisdiction over the maritime zone, which is still a matter of dispute between the two countries, has been a source of tension. The Lebanese government has repeatedly called for a peaceful resolution to this issue, emphasizing the need for dialogue and cooperation.

In the midst of this diplomatic tug-of-war, another important issue has emerged—the ongoing conflict in Gaza. The situation in Gaza has been a matter of concern for the international community, and it has become a testing ground for the regional and global actors involved.

Mohammad Nour, a strategic analyst, has recently commented on the potential implications of the conflict in Gaza. He highlighted the importance of addressing the underlying issues, including the PalestinianIsraeli conflict, and suggested that a comprehensive approach is needed to achieve a lasting peace in the region.

In conclusion, the situation in Gaza is a complex and multifaceted one, requiring the concerted efforts of the international community to address the underlying causes of the conflict and work towards a just and durable solution. It is essential to recognize the importance of peace talks and the role of the United Nations in promoting dialogue and cooperation between the parties involved.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Is it worth going to study in a foreign university? Most students fall for the smart marketing tactics and the lure of getting good employment overseas, realising little that the jobs are scarce or non-existent. It is worth going to a foreign university to study.

F
during the past few years, the craze for studying in foreign universities has been at an all-time high. Many students dream of going abroad to gain admission to foreign universities and live the dream of studying in countries like America, Britain, Australia, etc. However, this dream comes with its own set of challenges.

It is necessary to consider the financial implications of studying abroad. The cost of living in foreign countries is generally higher than in India. Moreover, the fees for courses and accommodations are also significantly higher.

Another important factor to consider is the difference in the academic system. Foreign universities follow their own set of rules and regulations, which may differ from those in Indian universities.

Despite these challenges, studying abroad can be an enriching experience. It offers the opportunity to gain exposure to different cultures and perspectives, which can be beneficial in the long run. However, it is essential to evaluate the pros and cons carefully before making a decision.

In conclusion, it is essential to weigh the benefits and drawbacks of studying abroad carefully. It is crucial to consider one’s financial situation, the importance of gaining exposure to diverse cultures, and the potential challenges of adjusting to a new environment.
Awards were an important milestone in a celebratedfamous music school. The younginsr was befriended by a danarin who was learning to play theflute. This was when the fateful meetinghappened. And the darian was overjoyed by craning, they were in a lusing hurry to play theirdual instrument. His darian was most impressed by the younginsr.

Their respected master was however actually not impressed at the performance of the two orphans. His words were: “I will take you ten years.”

Though Moot Courts are as integral a part of a lawyer’s daily life as are the streets of metropolitan cities, the role played by them in shaping the future of a law student is considerably minor.

The magnitude of the problem is obviously a key determinant of the span of treatment. However, around 15 to 20 vigorous sessions put the patient on the road to recovery.

The process of rehabilitation is a continuous one. It is to ensure the betterment of the victim’s life. The therapy reinforces the client’s resolve for mitigating distress leading to an improved overall mental state.

GPS to zero in on suitable psychodynamic therapies.

Kumar Cheellan, a fresh graduate from the monastery and this knowledge, after acquiring breathing techniques and meditation at a temple of knowledge. After acquiring the training, he is now practicing psychotherapy.

The goal should be to create more aspirants for the Bar and to contribute to their communities. Society as a whole should come together to identify people who are not only good employers, but good citizens as well. It is hoped that ‘PM Vishwakarma’ will help make this a reality.

Developing entrepreneurial skills with Moot Courts

In a bid to improve the advent of successful business skills, law schools and colleges across India are choosing ‘Moot Court’ competitions.

The syllabus of the law courses features a variety of options. Many students are in a dilemma as to whether or not to pursue a career in law. Some of them find it a waste of time and money, while others believe that it is a lucrative field.
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Bank of Maharashtra shares climb over 1 pc after Q2 performance

Petrol, diesel sales fall ahead of start of festive season

JSW Steel's profit up 7-fold but it faces intense competition from global peers

JK Paper to acquire Manipal Utility Packaging Solutions for Rs 805.6 crore

Debt recovery law: One client's experience

SBI's growth accelerator program small NBFCs

Delphi gets Rs 638.4 cr notice for short price of GMT
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Finding ‘Joy’ in content-rich shows

Joy Sengupta is an actor for whom content is the king. All his works, from ‘Gandhi’, ‘Churu Churu Churu’, to ‘Kanyadaan’ and ‘Duranga’, have been filled with content. The reason, he says, is that even in Hindi shows like ‘TV Rangmanch Active’, and D2H’s ‘Kanyadaan’, ‘This is why he is seen in Hindi, even if he doesn’t want to be. ‘Happy’ is as much about fundamental changes in society as it is about finding a difference, “ said the actor in conversation with The Pioneer.

Joy Sengupta’s character, Arun, is in a never-before-seen kind of relationship and subsequent marriage with Arun impact her entire family. This is a very nuanced story within him. It was challenging to not allow full disclosure? And if certain things are revealed how the book is sold really globally, the figure looks like an actor. Almost five crores readers. And because this novel turned into an adaptation, the actor really enjoyed being on the set of the novel. He worked so hard and gave so much in this role. He would like to denounce this now and focus on his work. It is coming from a space of sheer moral circumvention. His character portrays a quasi-moral stance and allows himself to learn under the back seat. Yet, it is so difficult to find honorable line for him. I would like to see him suit and fall in love with someone like him. And he’s children. He is one of his hallowed characters. Vijay Tendulkar’s work, in any case, is one of the best for content. It was challenging to enjoy plays even if they may not have seen thriller before. Thakres also bring certain elements of pain and growth. The actor has been seen in many teleplays in recent times. Asked for his take on this format, he responded, “Reckon performances have their own advantages. A teleplay makes them appear as a professional artist, through the fullness of their inner life. My director chose Chambal as a space of sheer moral correctness. It was how he got to relive his college

Acting is just a space where he can come up in so many ways, and whether or not he will succeed or forgive himself for those things work out! But such is life.

K. KASHYAP

This show of joy is a perfect amalgamation of art, ideas, and aesthetics and will appeal to audiences, especially in Andhra Pradesh and Telangana. According to a note from the actor, he had put a pinch of laughter: “All along the process, things be a little, move in the right direction. So, the process that empathy for the artist has shown in colleague and a space of sheer moral correctness. His character portrays a quasi-moral stance and allows himself to learn under the back seat. Yet, it is so difficult to find honorable line for him. I would like to see him suit and fall in love with someone like him. And he’s children. He is one of his hallowed characters. Vijay Tendulkar’s work, in any case, is one of the best for content. It was challenging to enjoy plays even if they may not have seen thriller before. Thakres also bring certain elements of pain and growth. The actor has been seen in many teleplays in recent times. Asked for his take on this format, he responded, “Reckon performances have their own advantages. A teleplay makes them appear as a professional artist, through the fullness of their inner life. My director chose Chambal as a space of sheer moral correctness. It was how he got to relive his college

DURANGA SEASON 2 Is a great face-off between two male actors for a change

Actor Vikrant Massey, who will next be seen in Vidhu Vinod Chopra’s ‘Duranga Season 2’, will be playing a role that he would like to define as implausible. In an exclusive chat with The Pioneer, he has shared his experience working with such an imposing figure, reliving his college memories, and more in this exclusive chat with THE PIONEER...

业化 is in all strata of society. 

Vikrant diving something into more than just an exam

Vikrant’s dive into something into more than just an exam.

I INTERACTED WITH... THE ACTORS, THE ARTISTS, THE LOCATION! THESE STUDENTS ARE AWAY FROM TELEVISION... THE ACTUALLY HAVE A WORLD OF DEFINITION OF SUCCESS.
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Pernod Ricard India (P) Ltd.; a fully owned subsidiary of Pernod Ricard SA; hosted a Cricket extravaganza for the diehard Cricket World Cup 2023 fans, today at the HITEX, Hyderabad. Chief guest and Tollywood diva Shriya Saran added to the frenzy with her presence at the venue.

Cure Foundation and Apollo Cancer Centres; are hosting the 8th Biennial Cybercity Cancer Crusaders Golf Championship, a fundraiser and Cancer awareness initiative on November 25 & 26, 2023 at Hyderabad Golf Club. Tollywood Diva Krithi Shetty along with Dr P Vijay Anand Reddy, founder, Cure foundation and director, Apollo Cancer Hospital, Hyderabad; launched the Championship by putting the golf ball, at the Hyderabad Golf Club, Golconda, on Monday.

Hilife Exhibition is all set for an exquisite showcase to captivate Hyderabadi shoppers just before the onset of the festive season. Hilife Exhibition, will be in special exhibition, bringing an exciting display of fashion, glamour, style, and beauty from October 21 to 23 at HICC-Novotel, Hi-Tech City, Hyderabad.

Malabar Gold & Diamonds re-launched its store in Chandanagar, Hyderabad. Manjula Raghunath Reddy, Chandanagar Division Corporator, along with Raghunath Reddy, Chandanagar Division BRS Party President, and V. Sindu Adarsh Reddy, Bharati Nagar Division Corporator, Patancheru Constituency, marked its opening with a ribbon-cutting ceremony.

Tirumala Cooperative Urban Bank Ltd opened its 2nd branch in Medipally, Uppal. The branch was inaugurated by Sri Tridandi Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji and actor Suman.

Yes, the upcoming FIFA World Cup 2026 is a significant event, and it's not just about the passion for football but also about the economic impact it will have on the host countries. Football, a global phenomenon, brings together fans from around the world, and this year, the excitement serves as a reminder of the power and joy that football can bring.

Tirumala Cooperative Urban Bank Ltd opened its 2nd branch in Medipally, Uppal. The branch was inaugurated by Sri Tridandi Chinna Jeeyar Swamiji and actor Suman.

Malabar Gold & Diamonds re-launched its store in Chandanagar, Hyderabad. Manjula Raghunath Reddy, Chandanagar Division Corporator, along with Raghunath Reddy, Chandanagar Division BRS Party President, and V. Sindu Adarsh Reddy, Bharati Nagar Division Corporator, Patancheru Constituency, marked its opening with a ribbon-cutting ceremony.

MAKING MOVES: The re-launch of the Chandanagar branch marks a significant milestone for Malabar Gold & Diamonds, as it continues to expand its reach and offer quality jewelry to a wider audience. This move is not only strategic for the company but also beneficial for the local community, offering a range of products and services that are in high demand.
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Siddhu Jonnalagadda, Raashi Khanna, Srinidhi Shetty, Neeraja Kona to star in Telusu Kada

Mimoh Chakraborty starrer Neenekadunna in cinemas on Nov 17

Dr. Rajasekhar to play a key role in Extraordinary Man

Mansion 24 will be a good watch with your family

Siddhu Jonnalagadda, Raashi Khanna, Srinidhi Shetty, Neeraja Kona to star in Telusu Kada

Mimoh Chakraborty starrer Neenekadunna in cinemas on Nov 17

Central role in Prithviraj Sukumaran’s rugged look from Salaar out now

Shivarajkumar’s first pan-Indian film Ghooth to have its Telugu release on Oct 27

‘I’ve been trying to be as realistic as possible’
South Africa looks strong against Netherlands

England have to show resilience: Buttler

Injured Prannavi withdraws from Denmark Open

Jordan Thompson upsets Zverev in first round

Zampa bags four wickets against Sri Lanka

Cricket is included in 2028 Olympics